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Without in the least attempting to justify imperialism as a social good, it seems
clear that imperialism did speed up the process of modernization on a worldwide scale
(although it should not be assumed that that had been an unmitigaged blessing), and
that the attendant spread of Western education was one of the principal means of
furthering that modernization. Whether the modernizing effects of Western education
could have been spread around the world by some other means, without the disastrous
evils of the imperialist system, is an unanswerable historical conjecture. However, if
the independent nations of the late twentieth century are still determined to modern-
ize, perhaps they can do a better job of it than the imperial nations of the late
nineteenth century did. If they can, it may be because they learned something from
their own history.
Much as it needs to be done, the concluding sections of this book cannot deal
with the history of education in the process of modernization as it is taking place in
sixty or seventy new nations. Nor can it bring together for comparative analysis the
colonial educational policies and practices carried on by the globe-encircling empires
of a century. What it tries to do is to generalize very briefly about some of the ways
the major aspects of a modernizing Western education were applied to or were not
applied to some of the colonial societies of the empires.
Some tentative generalizations may be drawn as to the ways the colonial
education policies of the empires did or did not promote the modernization of the
societies they affected. Such an effort is, of course, a hazardous intellectual and
historical exercise, but I believe it must be undertaken even though the field is strewn
with clashing points of view and ambiguous evidence. The peoples of the world will
not delay the formulation of their educational policies until all the evidence is in. We
must make judgments even as we pursue the evidence. In fact, by making judgments as
explicitly and relevantly as possible in order that they may be tested with scholarly
care, we may be hastening the gathering of the evidence itself.
My overall judgment of the role of education in the modernization process as
conducted under imperial auspices encompasses two main points.
First, Western education enabled the modernization process in the traditional
societies of the empires to be more rapid, and more disruptive, than it would otherwise
have been if the empires had not diffused their education to the rest of the world in
the late modern period at all. If, somehow, the vast regions of Asia and Africa had not
been invaded by the education of the West, they would not have changed so rapidly
nor would their traditional societies been as disrupted as they were. The less education
was imported or made available, the less social change and less modernization took
place.
The second point is that modernization in the colonial societies would have been
still more rapid, much more humane,and possibly even less disruptive if the educa-
tional policies had been more deliberately designed to promote a more evenly balanced
modernizing education in the interests of the people concerned and if more care had
been taken to blend the traditional and the modern ingredients in a mix that would
have led to an orderly and humane process of modern development. To be sure, the
process of modernization could have seemed more beneficial if it had not been
promoted under the auspices of an imperialism which inevitably had large elements of

